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Several examples show that principles for the design of usable dialogues are
just as important for certainly possible to design much tion to the principles for good
modern graphical user better user interfaces using these dialogue design, even when using a
modern interaction techniques. For
modern interface.
interfaces as they are example,
the text editor I am using
The following examples of ustext- to write this article (Microsoft Word) ability problems in WIMP interf or traditional
shows me bold-faced words in bold
faces are structured according to
based interfaces.
face rather than indicating the font
style indirectly
through some obscure code. When I open a new file
for editing, I use the mouse to click
on its name in a menu, which helps
me to avoid having to remember
the exact spelling of the name and
encourages me to use long file
names that can be more descriptive
and thus easier to understand.
One of the oldest observations in
computer science, however, is that
the quality of the tools may influence the quality of the product, but
that they cannot guarantee it. The
classic example is that it is possible
to write spaghetti code in Pascal
and a well-structured
program in
BASIC. Even so, most computer
science faculty would prefer teaching Pascal, and most user interface
specialists would recommend
the
use of a graphic implementation
platform. Some designers may tend
to forget the old, established principles for good dialogue design because they get excited about the
additional possibilities inherent in
modern user interfaces. As the examples in this article show, however, one still has to pay close atten-

ecently, I coauthored an
article [ 1 l] on the application of dialogue design
principles to improve user
interfaces. The example
t. used in the article was a
trac litional,
full screen-oriented,
character-based interface, and one
of the referees
remarked
that
“much of this paper may become
obsolete with window systems.” We
had used traditional
interfaces in
our example because they are much
simpler to explain on paper than
dynamic graphic interfaces, which
almost require a video tape to present sufficient detail for a complete
interface analysis.
On the other hand it is true that
practically
all new computer systems use some form of the windows, icons, menus, and a pointing
device interface style (WIMP).’ It is
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‘Because
of its connotations,
the term
“WIMP” was probably invented by an opponent who felt that “real hackers use Unix.”
Even so, the term is becoming fairly established because it is more generic than expressions such as “Mac-like interface” or “Xeroxdescended interface.”
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the nine usability heuristics from
[ll].
These nine principles
are
listed as the section headings here
and are discussed in further detail
in the box. The principles are so
basic that even futuristic dialogue
designs such as three-dimensional
interfaces with DataGlovea
input
devices [32], gesture recognition
[29], and live video images [2] will
always have to take them into account as long as they are based on
the basic paradigm
of dialogues
and user commands. For future
computer systems based on completely new usage paradigms such
as agents, drama, and personality
[9, 121, new usability heuristics may
be needed, but it is likely that many
of the traditional principles would
still apply.
Many of the examples in this article are taken from the Apple Macintosh. This does not imply that I
think it has a poor interface in general. Quite to the contrary, I like
the Macintosh so much that I have
used it daily for four years now. I
have collected a lot of Mac-based
examples because of this heavy use
and because I have conducted sev-
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era1 user tests of Macintosh
ware.

soft-

aRU UatUml DIalague
A simple example of an unnatural
element in a graphical interface is
the wastebasket icon in Figure 1.
The basic principle of printing icon
names over several lines provides a
more natural display than the alternative of having a single, long
string of letters that is often eight
times wider than the icon itself. Figure 1 shows the need to ensure
readability
by only breaking lines
according to a good hyphenation
method.
To be natural, the structure of a
dialogue
has to achieve a close
match with the user’s task organization instead of being matched to the
internal structure of the application. In the example in Figure 2,
the allocation of several important
paint tools to a subpanel has been
seen as unnatural because they will
not always be directly accessible. To
quote one review in the trade press
[23], “the most important
and
often-used
paint
tools (pencil,
paintbrush, eraser, and so on) are
inexplicably
tucked into a remote
corner of the screen.” In defense of
the current design it should be
noted that it follows the “provide
shortcuts” principle. This means it
allows users to directly access the
subpanel containing four of the five
most important paint tools by clicking on the small square between the
arrow triangles instead of having to
cycle through all the subpanels.
A more natural design could
probably
have been achieved by
having the main paint tools permanently visible instead of the line
thickness list, which could have
been made into a submenu. Of
course it is only possible to know
what would really be most natural to
the majority of users by undertaking an extensive set of field observations to count the frequency with
which various users access the two
categories of dialogue elements.
SIMDle

FICURR
2. getall of m0 screen &sign of me griighla progran SrgWPallt 2.0 ffor
Slllwn Beach Software. wotlce me srbganel In me lower left comer mat allows me user to
cvde mrough a number of spedal effects print tools IIV cilcklng on me small triangular
arms. ml5 means that IwoHant tools like the eraser SON~INK WI not be rrallable.

meumm 3. Part of a save as... dIalogtie boxbrllt from me radatosl standard put
Me dialogue. note mat me list of exlstlng flle laws truncates me filename ‘wl
Foml lettar on rims” and mat me box Into rLlch me user trpcS me file lure 0nlr cocltlla~ 27 and a
half dwacten em thongk file names q av hm $1 characters In me wcintosl~ Rlerarmlcal flla
rrsall.

the User’s Language
Anyone who thinks that this design
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principle does not apply to graphic
dialogues should observe how Danish or Thai trash cans look different
from American ones [22, 261. On
the Macintosh, however, the trash
can icon is supplemented by a subtitle giving its name. As long as that
label has been properly translated
to the local language, users are still
able to understand the meaning of
the combined visual and textual
dialogue item even if the actual icon
looks different to the user.
An example
that does cause
problems is the truncation of user
input which occurs in many Macintosh applications
in the standard
Put File dialogue used to save files
under new names. An example of
such a dialogue box is shown in Figure 3. If users type a very long file
name, the system will apparently
accept it (since it does not give an
error message), but it will actually
truncate the name to the first 31
characters
without
warning
the
user. This system-dictated
change
of the user’s intended input violates
the design principle of speaking the
user’s language. There is also a visual truncation of some otherwise
legal file names in the list. Finally,
the design is also in trouble with the
“simple and natural dialogue” principle since the box into which the
user types is not large enough to
show the entire file name. The box
scrolls as the user types and therefore does work; it is just not natural.
As long as file names are restricted to 31 characters, the solution to the visual truncation problem is obviously to make the box
larger.
A better overall design
would accept arbitrarily
long file
names, and then there would be no
simple solution to the visual truncation problem. One option would be
to word wrap file names to use as
many lines as necessary to display
them. I tend to prefer a design with
enough
room to accommodate
most file names since users would
rarely take the trouble to type in
truly long names. By logging the
file names created by a number of
users over a period of time it would
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be possible to estimate the distribution of lengths and produce a design that would show 98 percent of
all file names correctly.
usep memory
Lwrl
Modern graphical interfaces normally score quite well on this usability principle since they are based on
keeping visible representations
of
the objects of interest on the screen.
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Users do not have to remember file
names when they can open a file by
double clicking on its icon on its
screen. Also, as shown in the left
part of Figure 4, the different types
of icons help the user remember
the nature of the information
in
each file.
It would be possible to assist the
user’s memory even more by having a higher degree of rich?zess in
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icons so that they would explicitly
show additional
attributes of the
files. The right side of Figure 4 suggests a way for icons to distinguish
among various sizes OP word processor files. Users will probably find
it easier to recall the meaning of an
object if more of its attributes can
be recognized from its visible (and
auditory [5]) representation.
Wang Laboratories,
Incorpo-

rated has a product called Freestyle
that achieves an extremely
high
degree of richness by representing
files as miniatures [20] of the actual
file contents instead of icons, as
shown in Figure 5. Freestyle is very
nicely designed in general, but it
does violate the principle of minimizing user memory load in one
aspect of its user int.erface.
The user can group several doc-

FWURE
a. lbc use of different icons enables the user to casiif distinguish among flies
containing grapbla, text, arld statistiwi data (as shown to the left). A higher degree of richness in the interface would also enable the user to distinguish among small, q edlum-sized, and
large word processor documents (as shown to the ffgbt) and tberebj heip reduce the users
memorf load further.

eocuozl
s. A miniature of a nerd processor page similar to those used instead of icons
in Wang FMtfie. The miniature is a reduced picture where each pixel represeats a small area
of the page. it is not possible to read the actual text, but the user can reawize the general
oage iafout using a principlle simiiar to the “timbnail” sketcha sowtim usedfor daktop
lubiishing.

FIGURE
6. The diaio!iue bos Presented bf the “Commands” command in MiCroMt llord
eersus 4.0 for the Madntosk Here the user has lust added the command Wabic Page WIhers” to me Format menu.

uments together
by positioning
their miniatures
on top of each
other in a pile and applying a stapler
to them. Unfortunately,
a stapled
set of documents is displayed just
by the miniature of the one page,
which happens to be at the top of
the pile. It would have been nice if
miniatures of a pile could have indicated the thickness of the pile in
some way. As it is, users are stuck
with the unnecessary memory load
of having to remember which and
how many documents they put in
the pile.
Be Censlstent
Graphical interfaces seem in general to be more consistent than
older interfaces. This is not due to
any inherent quality of graphical
interfaces or windowing, however,
but from almost all vendors of
graphical interfaces having issued
style guides for designers of applications for those interfaces. Furthermore,
programmers
are encouraged to follow those guidelines
by various development
toolkits
that make it easier to implement
consistent interfaces than inconsistent ones.
Even so, there are plenty of inconsistencies to be found in modern graphical applications. For example, version four of Microsoft
Word for the Macintosh introduced
the dialogue box shown in Figure 6
for customizing the menus in the
program. In the example in the figure, the user has selected the command “Arabic Page Numbers” and
asked to have it added to the “Format” menu.
Now, to quote the Apple Human
Interface Guidelines, which all Macintosh programs are supposed to follow: “Cancel dismisses the dialog
box and cancels the original command” [ 1, 271. Therefore it would
be natural for the user to assume
that clicking
the Cancel button
would undo the change and restore
the menu system to its previous
state. This is not so, however, since
the effect of Cancel here is only to
remove the dialogue box from the
screen without undoing the change
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tory when compared with the usercontrolled window view. The best
solution probably would be to sort
the application-displayed
file lists
by the same sort order as that chosen by the user for the subdirectory
in question, since the user has presumably chosen that sort order because it is the most appropriate
for
those files.

(the user has to click on Remove to
do so). Furthermore, assuming that
the user is satisfied with the change
and wants to confirm it, it would be
natural for the user to click on the
OK button, since that is the accepted way to confirm the action in
a dialogue box on the Macintosh.
Since there is no OK button, users
observed
wondering
are often
which other button to click (since
they know that Cancel will do the
opposite of what they want) and
frequently end up clicking on Dowhich has yet another effect.
Another
inconsistency example
comes from the two different ways
scrolling lists of files can be displayed on the Macintosh as shown
in Figure 7. In the operating system, the user controls the sorting
order for lists, and windows with
scrolling lists will therefore often be
sorted by criteria like the last modification date for files. Within applications, however, the scrolling file
lists displayed by an Open File
command will always be sorted alphabetically,
thus presenting
an
inconsistent view of the subdirec-

Prevlde Peedhack
Feedback is inherent in many forms
of graphical interfaces where the
user is directly manipulating objects
on the screen. A classic example of
a direct manipulation
dialogue [7,
241 is to move a file to another subdirectory by dragging its icon from
the window of the old subdirectory
to that of the new subdirectory. As
soon as the user releases the mouse
button, the windows are updated to
reflect the new directory contents.
Many graphical
interfaces
only
move an outline of the file icon as
long as the user is moving the
mouse, but the new Silicon Graphics WorkSpace@ file system interface [ 141 provides even more direct
feedback by continuously
moving
the actual icons across the screen.
Even so, there are still many cases
where
modern
user interfaces
could give better feedback.
comes
The NeXT@ Machine
bundled with Webster’s dictionary
on its optical disc. This makes it
possible to get dictionary
definitions of any word just by selecting it
and asking the system to define it.
Up pops a new window with the

ClCURR
7. Two scrolling lists of flies.
ma first Is from the standard mbltosb open
File IJlaloguc box and Is alwafs sorted alphabatiollf. Tbc semd Is from the Macintosh
FlndeftOpWatbIl SVHMUNIII an be s~rtcd
aaordlng to several user-detemlned crlterla.
Hero, tba llst Is sorted bf the last modlflatlon date of the flies (as IndIatad bf the
undcrllnlnfl of that label). llwsc two lists actuallf represent the same subdlrectom but
tbw look rcty dlffennt because of the Incanslstent sorting.
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dictionary
definition
of the word
(including in many cases a scanned
picture of the object). Users who try
to get the system to define a
nonexisting
word like “aardwolf’
(instead of “aardvark”)
will get an
empty window for the explanation.
This is an extremely indirect form
of feedback. This feedback is even
worse if the user asks for a definition when the Webster’s window is
already active. The window will just
stay blank, and the only indication
that the word was not found is if the
user observes that so much time has
passed without any response from
the system, that it ought to have
found something if it were there.
The system should at least give a
precise aud understandable
error
message, and a good interface
would supplement this with a constructive message (e.g., by doing a
spelling correction to suggest possible alternative words to look up).
This problem is severe enough that
it has caused trouble for the salespeople during several demonstrations I have observed.
A more graphic example comes
from the Macintosh MultiFinder@’
operating system interface for running several applications
concurrently. At any given time, a single
application
is distinguished
as the
front application with which the user
is currently interacting. This front
application
takes over the menu
bar, and a miniature version of its
icon is displayed at the right end of
the menu as shown in Figure 8.
This user interface works tine

M3

most of the time, but is, visually misleading when the user has closed all
windows belonging
to the front
application. Figure 8 :jhows an example where the front application
is a text editor (Microsoft Word) and
the background
application
is a
graphics editor (Deneba Canvas@).
The user has closed the text-editing
window, which has resulted in a displav dominated
by the graphics
window which had been hidden
under the text window.
The display in Figure 8 is visually
dominated by the graphics application, and users therefore frequently
forget that they are actually in the
text editor and that any commands
they issue will apply to the text editor since it is still the front application. About 94 percent of the display area is telling users that they
are in the graphics editor. The only
indications that the graphics editor
is in the background are:
(1) The graphics window is inactive
as indicated
by the lack of
stripes in its title bar. This is a
rather indirect form of feedback and is almost never noticed by users.
(2) The icon in the menu bar is that
of the text editor. The miniaturized versions of many other
apphcation icons. can be hard to
recognize, however.
(3) The menu bar Nists the menus
for the text editoa and not those
for the graphics editor.
Because of the standard
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Macintosh

user interface [1], there is not all
that much difference between the
two menu bars. Both applications,
however, have menu bars starting
with an Apple menu, a File menu,
and an Edit menu. Furthermore,
research has shown that users do
not actively remember the contents
of Macintosh menus [lo].
Even though this interface does
provide feedback by telling the user
which is the front application,
in
reality the feedback is not prominent enough. For a traditional lineoriented interface one can rely on
giving users feedback by just printing it on the screen since users have
their attention focused on the single line where all input and output
occur. With graphical user interfaces, however, it is much easier for
users to overlook feedback because
the display can be much busier.
This problem of confusing the
front and the background application because of insufficient
feedback is notjust a problem for novice
users. Very experienced users have
also been observed to have this
problem on several occasions. One
simple solution would completely
avoid the system state shown in Figure 8 by always having at least one
window open for each active application. If the user closed the last
window, the application would put
up a new, empty window just before it removed the window closed
by the user. A more radical redesign would eliminate the computeroriented concept of running applica-
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tions and firmly associate computational resources with graphical,
user-controlled
areas of the screen.
Such a literal
interface
model
would provide the user with access
to certain functions (corresponding
to a traditional application)
whenever an appropriate
object was selected on the screen. As long as a
window was active, this new model
would be very similar to the traditional system, but if an application
had no open window, the user
would have to select the application’s icon (or some other representation of the application)
to access
its functionality.
This proposal is
slightly similar to the floating menu
palettes and the application
dock
on the NeXT Machine.
A final example shows that feedback needs to be credible. Many
applications
provide
a form of
progress feedback during lengthy
processes by replacing the cursor
with an animated icon such as a
watch with spinning hands. In general, this is a good idea since the
cursor is the user’s focus of attention and will therefore be observed
even though it is small. Unfortunately, some applications
can go
into an infinite loop but still keep
the hand spinning in the watch
icon. This again means that the
user cannot reliably use the icon to
determine whether the application
is indeed making progress on its
task. This has led to situations
where users rebooted their systems
in the belief that the application
had crashed when in fact it was just
being extraordinarily
slow in completing an operation.
One solution would be to use a
percent-done indicator [ 131 instead
of a spinning clock, since a percentdone indicator shows the progress
of the application towards a fixed
goal and thereby allows the user to
estimate the time remaining before
the operation is complete. For some
operations, a percent-done
indicator is not appropriate,
and one
should then take care to code the
application in such a way that the
progress indicator only shows progress if the computer is indeed mak-
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Kay instead of the Macintosh. Since
I remembered
the word “Macin:osh,” I was able to perform
a
search for that word and thereby
Find my way back to the article I
had been reading when 1 was sidetracked by Kay. Humans, however,
should not be required to remember search terms and navigational
locations, since computers are supposed to be good at exactly that
kind of thing.

ing progress towards the goal.
Pmwlde Clearly MarWee sxlte
Modern interfaces are often quite
good at avoiding specific states that
trap users and from which they
cannot escape. Undo facilities help
a lot [31], and most interface standards prescribe the use of Cancel
facilities in dialogue boxes [27].
Even so, users are not always allowed to escape easily. A notorious
example among Macintosh users is
the system’s frequent and persistent
demand for users to reinsert disks
they have ejected. The system
wants to update the information
about window positions in the disk’s
“desktop”
(file and window catalogue) and therefore will not allow
users to open new applications before the old disks have been reinserted. The system does allow users
to exit from this state by simultaneously pressing the command and
period keys, but even experienced
users often do not know this and
feel entrapped and frustrated.
A more general problem with the
lack of exits is the poor implementation of backtrack facilities in several hypertext systems. For example the hypertext “Time Table of
History,” which is issued on CDROM by Xiphias,
does provide
backtrack to the previous hypertext
node from excursions to its world
map, timeline, and various illustrations. But when users perform a
search, they are put in a new system
state with no access to their prior
navigation behavior. For example, I
read an article on the history of the
Macintosh
that mentioned
Alan
Kay. From there I did a general
search on Kay’s name to find what
of his other work was discussed.
This led on to some interesting articles on the Disney movie Tron in
which Kay served as a consultant,
thus showing the usefulness of having hypertext facilities on a history
CD-ROM. When I wanted to return
to my primary reading (about the
Macintosh), there was no way to
backtrack. Effectively,
the system
had now trapped me in a state
where I was reading about Alan
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Provide

Shortcuts

To a first approximation,
most
graphical interfaces provide interaction accelerators in the form of
double clicks or special command
keys. An analysis of users’ task performance, though, will often reveal
additional needs for shortcuts. For
example, the Macintosh file system
interface was originally designed to
handle very small sets of files that
were typically
stored on floppy
disks or 20 megabyte hard disks.
Hardware developments
over the
last few years have caused many
users to deal with much larger sets
of files on a daily basis on 550
megabyte CD-ROMs for example.
Therefore
new interaction
shortcuts are needed in the file system
interface.
A redesign of the Macintosh interface in 1986 introduced a hierarchical file system, which included
the dialogue box shown in Figure 9.
The basic problem is that the user
may frequently
want to move between files in widely separated locations in the information
space. The
interface illustrated in Figure 9 re-

‘0.
.o
I
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quires the user to move down the
levels of nested subdirectories one
at a time, but does provide the
shortcut of allowing the user to
back up as many levels as desired
from the pop-up menu showing the
current location in the subdirectory
hierarchy.
A typical scenario might be that
the user was writing a set of letters
that were related to an ongoing
project and therefore were stored
in a subdirectory
under that project’s directory. While writing these
letters, the user might need to access an address list that was stored
in a completely different location.
This would be done by first using
the pop-up menu to return to the
root directory “Big HD” in a single
step. The user might then perform
three extra steps to open first the
subdirectory “Databases,” then the
sub-subdirectory
“Address
lists,”
and finally the file with the actual
information.
If the user then
wanted to return in order to open
an additional
letter, it would be
necessary first to use the pop-up
menu to return to the root level and
then to perform four steps to open
of subdirectories
the sequence
shown in Figure 9 before the user
could access the desired file. Not
only does this involve a large number of dialogue steps, but it also
requires the user to remember the
previous location in the information space.
Looking at the movement between subdirectories as a navigation
between locations in an information
space might lead us to consider

I
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applying solutions from hypertext
user interfaces [ 17, 191. One might
allow the user to establish links between files across tjhe hierarchy of
subdirectories to allrow direct access
from one such file to another in a
single step. And one might introduce various navigation
mechanisms such as history lists and backtrack facilities that allow users to
easily return to their previous locations and landmarks and allowing
them simple access to important
areas of the file spalce.
GeeU Error
Messeges
The
object-oriented
nature
of
many modern interfaces gives rise
to new potential error situations,
which should be handled within the
object model by providing
error
messages with information
from
the object attributes
and hierarchies. In the Macintosh Finder (operating system shell), for example,
users start applications
by double
clicking on the icons of documents
(files) generated
by the applications. Sometimes, however, a double click will not start an application
but will result in a dialogue box
with the error message “the application is busy or missing.” ‘This message
violates one of the most basic principles of error message design since
it is not precise enough to allow the
user to determine exactly what has
gone wrong: is the application busy
or is it missing? The user needs to
take different
types of corrective
action in each of these two cases.
This error message should also
inform the user which application it
is talking about. The genera1 principle of providing feedback implies
that the computer should restate
user input as it has been interpreted by the systelm and in terms
that are understandable
to the user.
The user has provided an abbreviated input (by clicking on an icon to
open an associated application),
and the system should report back
to the user what that abbreviation
means since the user may not always know this. Doing so is actually
a requirement
of the German national standard for dialogue design
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[3, 41. In practical terms, the only
way the user can correct the problem of a missing application is by
knowing the name of the application.
A practical reason for not providing feedback that restates the
user’s input
in understandable
terms by giving the name of the
missing application is that the system may not know the name of the
application.
After all, the basic
problem is that the application
is
missing. In most cases, however,
users will only have documents
available for double clicking if they
have used the associated application on their machine at an earlier
time. The system might store information about the document signatures and application names for all
applications
that tt has ever run.
The current Macintosh system almost does so since it stores the signatures and icons for all such applications. It does not store their
names, however, and this is a case
where the textual attribute is a better explanation than the icon attribute. Even if the system also reinformation
corded
about
application names, it could still not
know the names of all possible applications.
Nonetheless,
just because we cannot do the perfect job
on a user interface does not mean
that we should not do a goodjob [ 15,
181. The system would know the
names of most relevant applications
and would therefore be able to help
the user most of the time-which
is
certainly better than never helping
the user.
Finally, the message could be
constructive by telling the user if
the document might be opened by
another application
that is currently available. This is the case for
many document types on the Macintosh, for example, plain ASCII
text, and bitmapped
or objectoriented picture files.
Euers
The object-oriented
principle
of
noun-verb dialogues used in almost
all graphical
interfaces
prevents
many error situations. All opera-

Preuent

tions start with having the user
specify the object of interest (the
noun) and only then having the
user activate the command
(the
verb). Because of this syntax, the
system can restrict the available
commands to those that make sense
for the selected object, and thus it
guides the user away from ever issuing erroneous commands. Furthermore,
command
parameters
are often selected from menus instead of being typed in by the user,
again avoiding
several potential
errors. In spite of these advantages,
users can still commit errors in
graphical dialogues [21].
For example, many paint programs include a facility like the
paint bucket in Figure 10 to fill a
closed shape with some pattern.
The typical problem with this facility is that users frequently apply it
to shapes that are not closed, which
leads the paint pattern to overflow
the shape and fill the entire screen
instead. This is not a catastrophe
for experienced users since all these
programs provide an undo facility
that removes the erroneously
applied paint pattern and thereby
provides an exit from the erroneous state. Usability testing of several
such paint programs, however, has
revealed that novice users get very
upset when a single click of the
mouse turns the entire screen black
and destroys all their work. Frequently they are either not completely familiar with the undo command yet or they panic and click
somewhere else on the screen before trying to undo. This extra click
is interpreted as a new command by
the paint program,
and it will
therefore enter a new state where
undo is applied to the result of this
new action and not to the original
paint bucket action. This final complication could be alleviated by allowing multiple-level
undos, but
that adds other complications to the
interface [30].
Instead the system might prevent
the error from occurring in the first
place by having a less strict interpretation of the concept of a closed
shape. For the shape shown in Fig-
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ure 10, it is likely that practically all
users who will ever use a paint program would want it treated as a
closed shape such that the paint
bucket would not overflow into the
rest of the screen. There could then
be a special modification
of the
paint bucket command that would
retain the strict interpretation
for
those few cases where it was desired.

cussed in this article. Because they
are just heuristic
principles,
it
should be possible to deviate from
them when necessary. Also, it is frequently the case that the principles
conflict
and that a higher-level
analysis is needed to resolve the
tradeoffs. For example, the principle of providing
shortcuts often
conflicts
with the principle
of

In a recent article [6], Grudin argues the case against consistency
that is viewed as a potentially harmful principle. In contrast, a recent
book on consistency [ 161 includes
chapters by authors from several
major computer
companies who
CIGURE
a0. Use Of the “@3hlt bucket”
In a Qpkal pixel-oriented paint prograw.
discuss major efforts with top manwhenthe user dlcks the mouse,the awrentlv
agement support to ensure consistselectedpattern Nell fill whateverendosed
ency in their products. The reason
area the curserIs over. In this example,the
for the apparent paradox of conshapeIs not closed,however,and the palnt
sistency being potentially
harmful
pattern will owflow and flll the cntln
semen.
and at the same time embraced by
almost all important companies in
simple and natural dialogue, since
the industry can be seen by considany dialogue accelerator will add
ering
Grudin’s
argument
in a
yet another element to the interface
broader perspective than that of
and thereby reduce its simplicity. If
consistency alone.
it is known that no individual user
Actually, Grudin says that users
will use the system more than a few
and their tasks should be the overtimes, the need for shortcuts is obriding consideration
in user interviously
minimal,
and simplicity
face design and that any more
should prevail since the presence of
simpleminded
design rules risk
shortcuts would increase the users’
directing
the designers’ attention
cognitive load. In a similar way, one
away from this proper focus. It is
might have to compromise simplictrue that user and task differences
ity slightly to provide shortcuts if it
are of extreme importance for the
is known that almost all users of the
design of good user interfaces and
system will be heavy-duty hackers.
that consistency cannot be the only
The latter situation was true for
consideration.
For example, TogUnixm when it was originally
denazzini [28] stresses the need to be
signed, and its command-line intersufficiently flexible in the manageface with lots of obscure abbreviament of an interface standard to
tions was therefore
appropriate
allow developers to deviate from
then. Unix is now seeing wider use,
the consistency principle when they
however, and it has become neceshave very good reasons to do so. It
sary to design simpler and more
is important, however, only to deviconsistent graphical interfaces for
ate when the reasons are indeed
it.
good. Consistency does have some
In general, no single user interqualities in and of itself, even if they
face principle can be the absolute
are not the only qualities of an intertruth. There is a need for tradeoffs
face.
between the principles and for fitSimilar considerations
apply to
the other interface heuristics dis- 1 ting the design to the context in

CCYY"l,CITlCWICFTWEACY/Octobcr1990/Vo1.33,No.l0

which it will be used. Therefore
user interface guidelines of a very
detailed nature (such as “the optimal length of a menu is seven
items”) may conceivably be harmful
if they are applied blindly. This
does not mean that general usability principles such as the ones discussed here are harmful, however.
Designers need heuristics for conceptualizing design discussions and
decisions and for understanding
observations
from user testing,
field studies, and other empirical
methods. You can only make good
tradeoffs if you know what you are
trading.
Canclushns

The examples in this article have
demonstrated
that the general
principles for good dialogue design
also apply to the modern class of
graphic windowing interfaces. Acinteraction
techtually, modern
niques only increase the need for the
designer to pay attention to the usability principles since these techniques increase the degree of freedom in the interface design by an
order of magnitude. There are only
so many ways to ruin a design with
12 function keys and 24 lines of 80
characters,
but a 19-inch bitmapped display with stereophonic
sound can be an abyss of confusion
for the user. It can also be a canvas
for user mastery, enjoyment, and
productivity. The understanding of
user interface design principles will
decide which it will be.
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